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Chapter I: The Darkness within Us 
 

 

Tear our cloth of peace to haunting rags of unending grief. 

These are the memories that threaten to rip us all apart, at the very knitting of our fabric.  



 

 A pair of paradox, or pandora’s box 
 

We are forgotten yesterdays  

of tomorrow, 

note-booked mementos on thighs 

time travelled, 

back from the future, a few tsha-tsha with  

flashes 

blackouts and gray-matter gashes, 

the slurred dance of good memory, 

crib-notes on collar-bones, 

bare chest, a loose tie, knots, not around  

neck 

formal education white suits, tucked-in remembering. 

A formal date chasing me indoors. 

chasing me into doors of consistent 

nurturing nature of the neuro 

doors on the right, left doubt in the cold. 

A manner of hindsight sighs. 

 

Running back to the future to save my 4 unborn children 

from my present past. Amnesia. 

The pendulum swings in reversed  

backwards. 

Forward is just an antithesis - poor  

protest art 

An analogue, roman-concept coded in digital now. 

Fraudulent, faux and pseudo. We look at  

the sun 

to tell day from night. 

 



 

Progress is practising stillness 

Passage of pain frozen in time, 

sun is amber lantern, 

phantom of what & who has risen, 

out of resin's 

suspended-infinity-loop prison. 

The bitterness of honey stings 

sour-sweet on the taste buds of trauma. 

Strolling up memory lane, compassion 

for former faults. Less envy, only  

empathy 

Fragment of a broken dream further smashed 

can’t fill in the air smothered cracks. 

 

We died many deaths. 

A mass burial, a mountain of bodies brewing 

under the garden, the slumbering sandy soil wakes. 

3 is the number of perfect balance and god. 

Ma’, my Sisi, and I. 

My mother died the day the doctor 

Told her that the body she called 

Home was evicting her, with a  

10-year-notice. 

She must have watched herself 

watch herself 

sitting on covered couches 

thinking what a theft of life 

this holy trinity is – 

what is left 

to see 



 

here? 

 

I saved all of the pain of breaking 

my bones for this, 

I ran in opposites, dislocated my hip 

never stood for much but numbness 

an absence of nothing because 

feelings kill. 

I saved haunting ghosts of night for day 

For this day 

For today. 

All these reservoirs of resilience won’t be enough, 

 

ever. 

 

I wept 

winter sunsets – 

to remind my new self on the coldest of nights 

that once time was warm days 

a slice of life’s beauty in Redemption. 

 

Efforts tuck sweat under my arms, 

gravity grounding my prideful chest down. 

 

A bed of waves 

afloat sober dreams 

nightmares of wrinkled water 

submarine my daydreams 

and flowing peace. 

Please be polite and let me be. 

 



 

I now know, less hoarding. 

I now know, less procrastinating. 

I now know, see the family more. 

I know now that I do not know. 

A thousand leagues below 

and still sinking. 

A hundred fathoms down 

and still sinking. 

The lows of attraction. 

No laws, drowning is customary. 

A survival guide is found at rock bottom. 

 

speaking so passionately of death can only give life, some sacred solace, for strength 

 

If I started crying, 

It would be a bath tub 

without a plug 

I'd still drown 

in my own mistakes, mishaps and regrets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To call it an existential crisis would speak exclusively to a disturbance relating to the decaying case that encapsulates my 

eternal hold of being. NO! This crisis are crises extending to the infinite. A philosophical and metaphysically troubled state. 

Savemesavemesavemesavemesavemesavemesavemesavemesavemesavemesavemesavesaveme. 



 

MEN UNFIT FOR MANKIND 
 

I met my mother’s biological father, my ‘grandfather’, at his funeral.  

Foul feelings, petty and futile.  

Killer-stare, I look corpses dead in the eye.  

So, I, shut his sight-lid, the iris; blinded the guy.  

(I’ve got issues; you need to subscribe. Can’t just kind-of-buy.)  

But no disrespect to the departed, I came to bid the old man a goodbye.  

Or maybe that’s a lie.  

 

I buried my soiled hand deep in his casket for a handshake.  

But the unawake, unaware of my extended greetings   

cannot reach out.  

This is awkward for me; at a celebration of a life I never knew.  

A human I never loved.  

 

New family,  

folk I need to find familiar fields with.  

A couple of assets left –  

liquor store and a taxi business ‒  

varying facets.  

Your widowing wife’s children introduce themselves  

to your other, other, other offspring that you had left  

to collect dust on the shelves.  

That you left to collect dust of the shelves. 

That you left on the shelves to collect dust on themselves. 

How often babies are left paternal-parental-orphan is why June 19 is backyard coffin.  

You were Mr Misappropriation-of-Trust.  

 

Our Sovereign Lord speaks, in whispers, of offering forgiveness  



 

even when and where it was never requested.   

The gospel youth sermon says that the dirt   

will return to the earth.  

Men show each other the men’s restroom; I never saw you at the urinal.  

But back to the burial. 

 

The Doves’ services hearse driving your body to the cemetery, your resting place.   

I hope the Lion’s Gates open unto you with a loved-filled roar.  

I hope you find an angel that’s your greater half like bettered bilateral symmetry,   

even I would hate to see you afterlife live alone.  

Consider this my flowers on your tombstone,   

as you push daisies in the gardens.  

I planted a tree on top of you today,   

may the good fruit fall far from the tree.  

And the boy-child never to age and be his father's son,   

But a son's father. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DEARLY DEPARTED: GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN  
 

Dearly departed, you are missing from us 

It has been an odd, lonely ten-years 

Times fade into nothingness 

But grief stays, slays at the soul, silently, skilfully, slicing at self, ever so…slow…ly 

It festered in a dark, cold, corridor corner, in a closed case, a passage of pain, infinite. 

 

2004, Infamous for:  

flashbacks of a free-fall into a black hole, a dark, bottomless pit.  

Followed by fake philosophy ‒ preacher, never reached her ‒ at the pulpit 

My pre-adolescent soul caught fire  

The evils of the world had me lit. 

 

Should I call on the divine that’s higher?  

Third-degree burns from the urns, I’m in the mines of hell and the devil’s a liar.  

 

Mind-morose from all the tearless mourning  

‒ and it was a moon-cast morning  

I was excited for the excursion; travelling my passion 

Barely breathing, I was gasping  

About the same time my aunt passed living for past tense   

Rest in Peace  

Declared deceased,  

she ceased to exist  

in the childlike mind of mine 

Nowadays, solitude is my recluse 

Who would have thought that the grave could house a muse?  

 

A dangling double-edged sword  



 

slicing my lifeline cord  

is a danger I cannot afford  

Swan-song this, singing to my own accord. 

 

I’m on the sewer side of this life,  

cannot even commit to suicide  

because who knows what and who   

is waiting on the manure side  

in the afterlife?  

if anything at all . . .  

We don’t really know. 

 

Every waking moment is a reminder that nightmares don’t sleep,  

when memories torment the mind. 

Maybe, the scars heal into laughs and smiles 

Probably, the pain is dismissed with denials for therapy 

Most likely, things fall forever  a p a r t 

Certainly so, we all shall die. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Inside the hut, my heart the mud 
 

And my father’s younger brother, 

UTat’omncinci uSmiso 

stood tall, with his bean bowed 

feet floating like faulty heaven. 

If I continued with that B.Com degree 

I would have been him. A host for his ghost. 

 

But, unlike you all, I drove myself here, to this hell. 

The imaginary walls close-in, 

a real claustrophobia creeps out from within, 

I find myself in limbo, above the dead but below the living. 

 

No! Ma’ can’t be blamed for dropping me off. 

This is free-will, formulated by fate. 

Each feeding into the other in an endless loop. 

An interchangeable cause and effect. 

What caused the effect, and who was affected by this cause? 

 

Emaciated frames of Hanged Men do not wear any joy. 

  



 

UNANSWERED 
 

Who counsels the counsellors? 

As they selflessly dive deep 

into acidic pools of trauma, 

real-life horrors. 

The broke breaking their backs 

as they try to build 

the ruins of the broken. 

But we are all siblings, 

And so we shall 

share 

the family pain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

KAFKATESQUE (MORT) 
 

This waiting room is painted of pain, featuring faces with mouths down-turned,  

impatience taking up these empty seats, of family members already lost.  

We feel like the least loved in the mighty grasps of almighty fate's crushing hands,  

We feel like the last patients to be visited during the night shifts, by nurses and doctors,  

the times of day when the most dust is swept back to the humble soil  

by an unseen, yet not-so-invisible bashing broom. 

 

The old fan - barely hanging - is closing in full circle, a whole life lived.  

Dull curtains, some unhooked and five-minutes-to falling, alongside the walls' stripes 

designed with a print of doctors' usual words, “I’m so sorry for your loss."   

 

If life’s race truly begins at forty, then hers ended at the starting line.  

This would be a misplaced and mixed metaphor if it weren't for the Olympics silently running 

in the background  

on the TV, reminding me of my mute cries, surprised eyes bulging,  

gaping mouths with no sound.  

 

It ought to be a preventative measure; just a routine operation, for a possibly cancerous lump.  

 

I am flipping aimlessly through these magazine pages, each catching a tear 

for the dog-ears  

(whoever reads them next will turn the pages over better). 

Some puzzled maze pieces fall out of a box, my baby cousin tries to gather  

the cardboard paper of a family tree picture, but the least important twigs are lost,  

and the last friendly branch found missing.  

The many portraits that make up the landscape go away from time to time.  

It was just a little, smallish lump. This news is hard to swallow.  

My eyes are peeling onions and my throat is winter-hands dry. 

Mum says she saw her the most alive a few odd minutes before time clocked aunt out.  

Grandma's sister blames herself for suggesting, advising, and in retrospect putting "pressure". 



 

 

Neutral colours dirty the Scrubs' floors, hypothermia lurking in the corridors,  

but the coke from the vending machine is medicine lukewarm.  

It was a game of musical chairs, but when the seven trumpets sounded,  

the stools remained still, they stood facing eastward in hexagonal formation.  

An angel ascended; the remnants were six shadows now.   

With a plot twist, it's less players each round.  

Who dies first wins, I've tossed too much soil on dust, and my hands are dirty.  

We wash our hands clean with this paraffin.  

Open-casket, the last sight took my breath away - the whitened clay still looks lively, 

but with the breath of life taken away, by the One, who giveth and taketh.   

 

And his life was a summary, too brief a breath. 

Public or private hospitals, dark clouds gather above all. 

 

Twenty-twelve was a scar, for four years now we are still scooping our scabs, 

from the bottomless pits,  

that fell from ever-fresh wounds picked at a tad too prematurely,  

so very early.  

Some of the things we will take to our graves will take us to our graves,  

as we exhume our pre-mourning selves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter II: 

To Foundation and Fabrics of the Heart 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The soul must be cleansed regularly to maintain the highest vision of love. 



 

VENUSTATE THE VILE: BE A NEFELIBATA AND FIND ATARAXIA  
 

i. Lov… 

 

Is it love this,  

that wants me to change,  

to model me into a structure unknown, to a strange figure.  

an unoriginal, counterfeit looking somebody.  

Is it love this,  

that makes me doubtful if I’m enough.  

That takes, takes, three times it takes  

But knows nothing of ever giving?  

 

"Open your heart and let them in," some instructed.  

"Allow love to enter as indifference leaves."  

Never a warm nature to anyone,  

always with a cold-front for a face.  

I am not anybody’s summer.  

I am bitter, biting as winter.  

They said my walls were built up too high, why?  

Was I readily awaiting warfare?  

Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm. . . maybe.  

My life organ a fortress. Never permeable. Never penetrable.  

Be a human-being, these robots said. 

  

Nothing left here to stab, I am fully bled out  

‒ oh, so I thought.  

As I open my wounds  

letting them bleed  

till they stop. 



 

 

ii. Lov…-e 

 

I would rest my head on your breast and listen 

Enjoy the sweet tunes composed by every noted word you harmonize 

Tales of your life stories before they became entwined with mine 

Narratives about your dreams, about who breaks your glassy heart 

And what tickles your eyes into opening a waterfall of tears. 

 

Until you can’t walk; until you are sore, yet still smiling from the thrill 

Till you are sweating pleasure from every pore, till your breath murmurs 

my first name with every inhale and exhale excitedly our shared last name 

Till my voice is the only sound your ears need to hear besides Sia’s songs. 

As we grow together to the rhythmic beat of our own drum. 

 

An inner world of wishes, she deserves beautiful things, 

The Nubian Queen, Sunflower child; my love and my person, i Love YOU. 

 

I read somewhere that a woman leaves her mother and father, and is joined 

to her husband and the two are united into one.  

 

Her wide smile our children will have. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

If the Sun Were You 
 

Then some days the morning wouldn't rise -  

It would plead, ‘two more hours please', as it snoozes the waking-alarm again,  

Muttering some unintelligible excuse too. 

Thankfully it's winter, so the dawn can stay in bed until just before lucky hour seven. 

Today it would smile brightly, almost painfully like you always do when your face sheds 

light. 

With just enough warmth in the room to induce a hazy, drowsy state to my always sober self,  

Blinds closed, but some fierce rays still pierce through, like moonlit thoughts of you 

illuminating onto my darkness. 

Even after you said I was too much, an overwhelming experience that was a lot to 'take in'. 

No Nivea to shield me against the harsh elements of your words. 

I was humbled like the soil. 

The sails of my pride torn by the tearing winds of your tone. 

And it did not help that the seas weren't calm, 

my Peter-feet cold to walk on. 

But the never changing grandma-soup warmth in your voice  

sings melodies of Sotho blankets enveloping me. 

The fulfilling feeling of being empty, knowing I poured the last of my soul into your spirit,  

for our love's sake. 

We believed in a love that almost lost all hope. 

I still gaze upon your pictures, the point of focus usually the place where your lips meet,  

A heart-like shape forms between them at the middle and I still blow kisses to this gap. 

If the sun were you, every born son would turn towards every girl child's shimmering 

glamour  

With much honour,  

Always to be met eye-level, in the light of an all-round equal and remaining so to its 

glistening end, such is life. 

  



 

before i met You  
 

before i met You 

i was happy, content and whole. 

that very day i was on my way, 

to the launch of the anthology  

with three of my poems in it, 

and your sister’s works too. 

now i have three books worth 

of poetry about You, my muse. 

 
before i met You 

my life was pre-determined 

on an everlasting date with destiny, 

the stars were aligned, 

my moon and sun shared 

the same vault. 

fate formed, finally confirming what my faith 

had long since believed. 

And too, what prayers had hoped for. 

 

before i met You 

sleep was not a mere rumour, 

a tall story, thirty stories up 

hanging in the air like castle 

in children’s fantasies, fables. 

peace was still sole with my soul. 

nowadays, restlessness wrestles 

with my slumber, every damn night. 

rumble in the single-sized-bed jungle. 

no, no snuggle. 



 

not one for the solo cuddle. 

 

before i met You 

i had never felt this feeling of having 

found a familiar form 

in a strange, yet, inviting face. 

always one for reciprocated love, 

i don’t give when i’m not given, 

oddly that’s even now. 

 

before i met You –  

forget being nostalgic, 

we are in the here and now. 

 

when i met You, 

i should have asked for a dance, 

even with my two-left-feet, 

if not that, then, for a picture 

at the very cowardly least, 

to make the evening last days longer 

than midnight’s dreaming-ending-drama. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Mr Misappropriation of Trust 
 

Sounds of honesty, unsung by the flute. 

I cannot break the spotless window that people choose to see me through. 

Unspoken truths trapped in the tongues of the mute. 

 

I am a liar, I am morally deficient, bankrupt, and corrupt; I am a dirty cheat. 

For my lady does not deserve any of this. 

For our love and beautiful things, I ought to gift my one with eternal and continuous bliss. 

Instead, I am my Father’s son, an uncommitted somebody, a damn deadbeat. 

 

We are not all religious, but we are a people who is spiritual. 

Our borrowed beliefs have us performing borrowed rituals. 

I gave my soul to the Higher-Self, the Lord, God, I am He. 

It was a once-off deal like a residual, but with some renewals. 

 

When the only real solution  

is the inevitable dissolution, 

Never been one to be under any illusion 

I see the faux and forced inclusion. 

 

Trying to align these innocent and good intentions 

with the often misunderstood and contradictory actions. 

i Love YOU today and forever. 

Let’s share our eternity together. 

 
 

 

  



 

Gaslighting 101 
 

Even if I tore your body apart, 

skinned the flesh from your bones 

and left you bare in a wolf’s den, 

Know I did it with only love 

                                         in my mind. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

Closure 
 

A nightmare with the sun out, 

Dark light. 

White lies so blinding. 

Black truths so frightening. 

It’s like I saw our future through 

A fortune teller’s crystal ball, 

Had high, huge hopes for our love. 

 

Marginalized, 

Separated, 

Let’s elope. 

 

I never thought I’d lose you like this… 

That Johannesburg tremor shook and shifted, 

It shook and shifted our worlds planets apart 

But you are still a part of me, 

                                  Always. 

But these words won’t come. At a loss for: 

                                  Words. 

 

The handle on truth to find closure. 

Love. 

 

Emotionally a wreck, heart cracked. 

The heartache, the pains that won’t divorce my soul. 

The sorrow, the fact that the time we spent together was never enough! 

My sliced heart, 

my sentiments too melancholic. 

 



 

I still pray for you. 

I’ll carry you in my heart.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter III: Social Commentary 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  



 

UKhulu 
 

For my grandmother. Ndiyabulela, Sonani. 

 

My beloved grandma, still she works.  

She rises with the sun   

to clean our home; sweep the yard;   

make heaps from grass cuttings   

and pile up trimmings   

from the windbreaker tree.  

The wheelbarrow, wobbly   

from years of slaving, is filled to the top.  

 

And off to the pit-hole I will push,  

to the fire-spitting-flames that she has already tended to.  

 

Tirelessly she labours,  

her backbone bent and straightened,   

for as long as I've lived and much longer before.  

Midday strikes her sunlit face always to the ground never showing strain or wear.  

We seek shade on the veranda.  

Well, I am her hands hands-on,  

so curtains come off the wall,   

and there're sheets to be ironed,   

the garden to be done,   

the toilet to be cleaned,   

and outside windows to be mirror screens. 

The spirit of a slave. The soul of a light in a cave.   

The grand Grandma.  

 



 

Those early hours, she barely slept  

heating the waters as warm as your love.  

Breakfast by the bedside, a sprinkle of care and kindness in every bowl I tasted with my 

being.  

My childhood home was and remains you. The source of strength.  

I thank you for my life.  I thank the Lord for yours. May you live forever!  

There is always something someone must do, and the work is never done. 

 

  



 

Portrait 
 

Black Woman, brewed up strong 

- your sun-deep skin 

estranged from the outside, 

in this summer's sunset 

dust settles on your dreams. 

The fingers of your left-hand 

fancy reaching out, pursuing plundered passions 

that give blood to life. 

Your work is outside where dirt piles 

Into dunes of doubt and stories of silence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      

  



 

White Flag Is Burning  
 

For the Rainbow Nation with no pot of gold 

 

Fierce. Frustrated. Fuming. Traitors ringed ‘round the neck. 

Fight. Fires. Forcefully. To our hells we are all bound anyway. 

Police pulling triggers at raised-hands-people, in church people, my people.  

Mob justice pacts to counterattack the courts’ injustices – your cat for my dog.   

Politicians always half-hearing, keen to speak, but are never really listening to us. 

And with all dark humour and bad jokes considered, nobody is laughing,  

Mr Government! 

 

Tarnish the tarmac to break new grounds; now roads appear for the low-lives. 

We will thrust our poor bodies for the richer good of our children. 

We will penetrate barricades, because we are all the powers- supposedly. 

Our spiritual wills will not allow us to cease until we are all free, financially. 

Highways to better living was promised, a shelter, a job and food for gaping mouths 

Detours of corruption were unnecessarily taken, unaccountability and nepotism.  

Potholes that only get filled during election time, the puncture slows all down.  

We were almost great. No spare only four. Now these Stop-and-Go's that never go.  

 

The lost lead. More or less, the masses are manhandled by the most moral-less. 

Our vices are violet, days are blue.  

Our vices are violent; these eyes are blue.  

The dusk came before dawn.  

The sun never shone, for many moons. 

You cannot reason with a dictator. We must revolt. Rather cremate than correct. 

He's not really dead till you remove his head, and rest it beside his shoulders.  

 

My moral compass misguided, shattered into smithereens.  



 

I lost my head in the hype, at the altar of sacrifice. By any means necessary.  

Freedom, free-doom is not welcomed. Shutdown South Africa; open Azania. 

Same shuffle, different shackle. Same ankle, different angle.  

                                                             WHAT CHANGED?  

 

* 

A beam of hope with every new sun. Another risen day.  

Always gaining ground towards but never reaching the stolen lands of ours.  

Shuffling shoe soles, too lazy to walk the feet. The work is a drag, since since.  

The only beacon still lit, is the bedside lamp flickering on Mount' Blizzard.  

They call it college education, we coined it knowledge for the nation.  

 

 

  



 

Faceless 
 

Our flaws: No solo is at fault. 

She did it.  

It wasn’t me.  

The devilish deeds were done by him.  

Her stone offered the fatal blow. 

Fabrics of the minds that were once woven and sown as one, now tread apart 

as threads now seem to leave the womb seams. 

 The last sound was a screeching scream.   

Only sightings of shadows spotted at the scene,  

where we were once a society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

hidden coloUrS 
 

They should have told us: 

To leave the drawings of our people 

Blank; bare; pale as they were, 

No, not as THEY are. 

 

Because we… 

Because we foolishly… 

Because we foolishly filled their colourless faces. 

Filled their colourless faces with the skin of the poor people of colour; 

The oppress-me please 

The weak will of us- 

Told in twisted tautological tongues 

That we are half of a half, of white he and she. 

Unspoken truths tabooed by Teacher, a culture-vulture to the ebony existence. 

 

They should have told us though… 

They should have told us! 

Born 500 years a slave  

With every damned sketch drawn  

With darkened lines, black and bold and beautiful. 

Too much controversy 

Too much Caucasian conversation 

Carried by that crayon, crush it as it crawls and rolls. 

Crush the shade of the silhouette as it shadows the white lightening sun, 

Crush it! 

And far remove the hue from the man, the hidden colours of The People.  

We are the we they speak of in the book of the beginning, in the Genesis of Afuraka 
 



 

U M H L A B A 
 

Intruders forced through. 

Strange grasses grew, 

inside the hut, my heart the mud 

by the fireplace at gran’s feet, 

where Kei River made ash of chicken feet. 

 

And so, they did away, 

with the heads of men, 

that their guns snuffed 

and these bibles unroofed 

grass-tops toppled off. 

 

Urns of suns, gospel-choir hums, 

church hymns for the hims, 

torn at the herms, 

who are these boyhood, childish, 

churlish, and uncultured men? 

 

- Capital punishment for capital- 

For fifty-four thousand, 

seven-hundred and fifty-three, 

point seven-five-zero 

54753.750 sunsets 

the San fought, 

the Khoi fought 

the pale faces at the fort. 

 

Now I must look to my own heart, 

that wants to beat Tutu’s forgiveness in nyaibow nyation nyolz rhythm. 



 

our birth place, Afrika 
 

Afrika for Afrikans 

Four foreigners: Europeans, Asians,  

Australasians, Americans 

my people, South Afrikans,  

quit with those shenanigans. 

I know the world winter cold 

But burning brothers like they were coal 

Is not cool, it’s hell cold! 

 

No to xenophobia. 

Yes to renaissance. 

An afrikan utopia 

Afrika, unite 

Like A.U., 

21st March, 

Some odd autumn night. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Kusanetha e-ntlango 
 

It Still Rains in The Desert 

 

There is always space for one more but even the taxi is full, 

All 16 + 3 aboard, swimming across the highway. 

Mother Nature’s water has broken, 

The backseat tears from boy-child’s bulging bladder 

Cleanse the elements of its evils.  

The unremitting rain came in bucket-loads of rivers. 

Driver atop of a wet roof, showers baptise Nkosi’s head as the clouds’ tap leaks 

Submerged suddenly, the up-stream and down-stream foam flowing in the streets 

A parked car is washed away, the owner from outside is drenched to the skin. 

Fatherly desert, wetlands dry under the dehydrating skies. 

The floodgates swung open, the drops of full dew flooded the drought with despair. 

I spilled my drink; I crawled to the overflowing bath tub; the pipes burst of air, I am thirsty. 

The back of my throat is Kalahari dry, spit is Sahara sands, as the ground breaks, eroding.  

The drained tanks were caught off guard, drowning in drought, with open mouths salivating. 

Gogo Nomvula’s favourite ever-green, well-nourished tree with its roots embedded in the bed 

of the river is uprooted. When it rains, it doesn’t, paddling through mud wringing my soul. 

 

There are no survivors here,  

only remains. 

Because nobody, no body, was washed to the shore whole, 

We are but bits of pieces of the crush-chew, but swallow-us-not seas. 

Did we really survive? 

What is survival vele-vele? 

 

  



 

Till the day we fly free  
 

I’m reaching but never gripping, 

It’s soul ripping how they’re preaching, 

yet are never teaching. 

 

I’ll never hide, 

even when I die. 

I’ll be immortalized 

in some formaldehyde. 

Where my soul, spirit and skin divide 

I’ll be like a deity, 

the higher me, 

doing the Lord’s work, 

hire me. 

 

The humble apple-pie 

can satisfy no appetite 

here comes the hunger tide. 

 

When wings carried Icarus 

through cutting winds 

we were pulled feathers 

of wisdom’s birdy-body of ink 

taking flight to Olympus planes 

the son, seeks The Sun. 

 

I’m grown now, 

dealing with chronic stress, 

and I believe less in a deity, 

it seems like too far a stretch 



 

The stench from a faithless, 

hopeless, homeless folk. 

 

 

 

  



 

all the memoirs aboard 
 

sundays i fly kites, 

holding onto sanity with a single line. 

  



 

be – becoming being 

 

Our war is a spiritual war. The great depression is our lives – Chuck Palahniuk, Fight Club  

 

I remember her. 

But I remember her differently 

now. 

 

She was melody, 

a sweet-sounding summer song. 

Ballads bellowed below, brass bass  

reverberated, thumping. Round gongs 

going gag. 

Her eyes spoke the misery of worlds weeping, 

Yet, with a smile 

Brought peace to a ravaged soul. 

Memories morphed into melancholy 

Our dry bones with melting marrow 

of pain cracks again 

Letting it seep through cracks of a once  

whole heart, 

though to be incapable of feeling 

 

Redemption – left for dead – rose. 

Wallflowers wallpaper into still reds. 

Red of blood, reds of passion, red of danger, 

reds of sins. 

Sin that not even the lucid can avoid. 

Velvety crimson haemorrhaging life. 

 



 

Becoming being. Be. Breaking black. 

A scene of a thousand and one sunsets, 

A sight of a freedom of doves only to be a cage 

of crows, crying. captured. enclosed in a darkening 

memory. 

 

Flaking coffins of my palate 

coronium incence with crow craniums 

Imphepho smoking the air inviting the future 

to witness the past to see what yesterday blew into 

now. 

 

Galloping eyes tracking along this rented tent. 

Tentative.  

Her hand planted on my facial canvas 

stained my natural state to resemble 

her unstained unnatural state. 

We bury grown grudges in the ground, 

between the granite and the shrouded ghoul, 

tucked in like borrowed breath where death  

dies, and life stretches 

its nucleus beyond body. 

 

X, with forgivable sins and unforgettable flaws, 

faults and fuck-ups. 

 

A departing enigma of arrival. 

Cell One below 

The Fifth Chamber of the Pits planked 

neatly wound around the whirling netherworld 



 

the land of the dead undergoing going undead 

the abode of the damned, drowning 

eternal dam of damnation, sinking 

Some shades so summer: 

Gehenna; 

Abominable Abaddon; 

Acheron; 

Avernus; 

Sheol; 

Hades; 

Tartarus; 

Tophet; 

Nifheim. 

 

I remember her. 

She would remember me differently. 

Only as a thought of momentary joy, 

An anomaly of an intimate feeling too great 

to define. 

We were calms amidst of tornadoes. 

An avalanche taking over her very being, 

her effervescent existence dissolving dizzily 

Pulsing through her veins torpedoing, consuming 

the inner faculties – the fabrics of the core. 

 

Plastic spring, summer-bright bundled 

an autumn animosity and wintery nu-ness 

a calm sandy beach with a mayhem of waters 

consumed and controlled by elemental thirst. 

When the waters come you won’t survive the 



 

waves. 

By the time you run, it’ll be swimming against 

Currents 

An electrifying, electrified pulse of push-punching-shove 

tide, tucking safety and tidely in the underbellies of  

underleague seas of oceans, bundles of memories below 

Beneath Patrick’s rock, exhaling energies from 

one lung to squirrel trees. 

Money-watering branches. 

Twigs in their twilight on an orange afternoon. 

Yellow was her blue and her blues. 

 

I remember her. 

But I remember her differently now. 

Be-coming. 

Be-ing 

Be. 

 

I have not been home since 13yo 

Only a hole 

A bundle of dirt, concrete and doors,  

Dug out dung sprouts up from a molehill 

Caving in. 

The house stands. Streets unchanged. 

Names named a-new. 

People/Animals uncaged. Minds/mannerisms still chained. 

The house stands. 

9 years since I was last home. 

The house that habited home is here, still. 

I have not been home. 



 

Nowhere is Home. 

4our walls broken like the fourth wall 

Home is somewhere not here. 

 I have not felt home since hands felt, fell 

frantically out from my foul mouth, 

index finger first   

 having lept out, 

 up from bubbling, button-busting  

but bellowing bellies. 

 

Hanging aimlessly at a cauldron. 

Khaki caudro on, mokey Margate weather. 

 

A few of us quite simply, and sadly 

do not have homes that vibe friendly 

enough to call home. 

Homes that stretch sufficiently wide  

and tower tall enough 

to call home. 

To protect our reality. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

The Elephant Graveyard 
 

Lights off,   

            moonlit night, 

in the company of only self. 

 

Can you live with your sun’s bright shadows, 

                                                         when the moon sets? 

 

 

 
  



 

Plenty Healthy 
 

My God is Schrödinger's cat, 

both alive and Nietzsche's caveat. 

I would rather I didn't peep inside 

to confirm my creeping, garlic suspicion 

that my fervent faith lies lifeless by the roadside 

like the garfield that the most Merciful owes 8 lives to. 

Not all waters are for wine, some wines are for gargling. 

 

 

  



 

dust becomes flower 
 

i swallowed the soil,  

  spewed 

                         sunflowers with a scent of tulips. 

God watered my head, 

down the blessings baptised my mouth. 

                        The beaming, sunlight smile 

                        turned a blue start green, so healthy and happy. 

  



 

Lethal Legacy 
 

My life in my backpack, 

with some oxygen tank, 

pipes resuscitating dreams and giving breath 

to water-filled lungs that once sank 

a bare, black and blank stare. 

 

The health system done killed not healed, 

selling poison pills to the already ill; 

premature death, the lawyer  

didn’t have time to draw up a will. 

 Misleading masses with matters 

of their health is hazardous: 

Pharmaceutical-Man is a murderer, 

and Karma’s double-sharp knife 

 

 took his own son’s life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

She 
   

Your body is a temple, 

and you have just let Lucifer in. 

 

She was here 

in my gardens. 

Now only her skin with scales 

that she shed remains. 

Her spineless manoeuvres 

that betrayed 

our backbone movements 

From the body of us down, 

now a still people we are. 



 

even pigs drown in the mud                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                                                                                

      

before they burst 

the clouds fed the rivers, 

the rivers are now either starving 

or choking 

- downing down the wrong pipe. 

The rain is not done, it has only just begun.  



 

 

feeling became rumour; rumour became news; news became truth 
 

When the winds blow no-more, 

And all the bums finally settle down, 

Will you be seated too, 

to dish up stale leftovers of self., 

at the head of it, 

for the last supper with the serpents? 

 

To wine and dine with these devils 

with spirits spilled into your mouth 

That make float of your insides. 

A vibe with vultures from Hades, 

Footsie beneath with foul folk 

With fungus feet, plus athlete’s foot. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Chapter IV: Looking Back at The Future 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is hindsight indeed a perfect science, or, the most hindering retrospective tool of forecast?  



 

Child-Home 
 

Amid suburban life 

I catch the scent of the soil 

After a hailstorm 

The warmth of the motherly afternoon sun 

After a long day on the playground 

My tongue still burnt 

From the hot, rich, rooibos tea 

As sharp as conversation. 

My skin still feels the grass 

As though it were the carpet 

I used to lazily lay on in the longue at leisure 

Staring blankly at the television 

As my childhood passed me 

with every flashing frame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  



 

BALEKA (RUN)! 
 

My armless legs carried my body to the finish line 

that my spent will had given up on already, prior to the bell ring. 

Dehydrated and devoid of energies, in need of divine moving waters, 

the very same which springs out of me, that pours from pores out of me. 

 

You see, my mum and Uncle Siya’ are but blurry snapshots in the fading distance. 

Sights of surroundings all in doubles, from fatigue.  

But the running winds carried their vibrant vuvuzela voices,  

a vote-of-confidence goes from ear-drum down, in my heart the beats found rhythm, 

the art of ululating our praise songs and proclaiming proudly our clan names, 

sung and said boldly, megaphone manner with the tenor and a Brenda Fassie cadence.  

 

And so I drew the sap for the last lap from branchy wells of my dry back. 

My bony chest having troubles caging an ambitious and a hopeful, this palpitating ticker. 

Today’s high-jump is the rise of an amputated grasshopper, the leap of an injured springbok. 

No, I will not pass the buck; for any failure like a baton - the relay run was victory undone. 

Standing on this last leg, 800 metres long. No looking back, cutting curves at the apex. 

RUN! 

 

Neatly knitted nerves of my ten toes endure every tread, barefoot feats, they must  

for my brother’s and his numb-below sake, we are on bended knees for a miracle still, 

And he is pushing the wheel until he wins. 

Balancing aggregately on losing legs, rugby pillars turn to marathon sticks. 

The petty party is a few years over, and no pity is leftover to offer. 

                                                   RUN! 

 

Diabetes is sour jokes now, bile-bitter taste from Great-grand’s cause of death, 

I did not even bury her. 

Grandma’s mouthful of dentures denouncing my youth’s sweet tooth. 



 

My blood in need of a sugar rush for the kilometres left, to speed. 

                                                                                                       RUN! 

 

Coach André Leach said the race was mine to lose. My hothead coupled with cold-feet, and 

topped off with mixed emotions, I wished I had the same unwavering belief in my destiny.  

No spikes, I cannot keep up with the price hikes and no takkie, their new trend is tacky.  

After school is not afterschool, hours of practice await and an uphill walk home after that.  

 

All my efforts would have been that of laying eggs on the roof if my chicken flight 

Did not out fly the hen on my back, and the last grain-ground I must gain now, again.  

I ran with a quickened pace, only behind my dream, a few steps amiss from happiness. 

That feeling is fleeting, ever too fast, so I chase contentment instead, and that I caught.  

 

Middle-position podium, I stand, victorious! 

Winner is me, with the posture of David Rudisha, but not as pronto.  

I'm 2 minutes: 32 seconds: 93 semi-seconds fast. 

RUN! RUN! Run for your dreams. Run towards your dreams.  

Baleka!  

And don’t look back. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Chickens Laying Eggs on The Roof 
 

Acts I: Celibacy 

 

Home is love and pain. 

After family night prayers,  

                     the demons  

come out to gyrate. 

The hate and grudges, wounds never tendered to bleed still. 

The judges’ verdicts demand to be revisited,  

appeals for the peeling  

                   of hard and forgotten layers that form a fort at the fore of the fractured internal 

faculties. 

Abuse that was blanketed with the dismissive, destructive, dysfunctional 

fleece of family meetings,  

of those that see under girlchild skirts, to file the filth, to decoy. 

This cover-up is new-baby old, cold and clammy, but naked truths to the elders is warm death 

now. 

 

Grappling with groping hands forever,  

the father raped the daughter. 

Molesting the minds of the young,  

save the son though and kill the granddaughter, 

it’s all chilling. 

A crawl removed from wearing empathy,  

sympathy is Atlantis sunk,  

a lost league of seas submarined. 

 

For the torn knees,  

the arched-back,  



 

burden-laden shoulders  

and the peace-pinched folk with craniums cracked. 

 

Acts II: Sobriety 

 

Maybe it commenced with fun-times 

and loud laughs under dim lights. 

My boiling blood and burning back hang over me, 

pouring hunter sermons - the mouth of the bottle is means of survival, 

to the hunted. 

Because being who we are is suicidal. 

Despised and dispossessed.  

And it’s important that we stay alive. 

 

In my head, again, as always, sitting my mind down 

Giving the psyche the talk about straightening the stumbling walk 

Tables turn in taverns, Kwa-Bra-Ben, as sons of teachers sound inarticulate 

And intelligence levels are illiterate-high, adapt or die I guess, or, adapt and die. 

The parable writes itself relatable when reality makes strangers of Mama’s boys. 

The far cry of the wolf to the moon, a bible of come-home-soon-son prayers to God. 

The bright prospects of a private school education fades to foolish colours 

And magnitudes of dark, dull, dirty, damned, disgusting, drunkard hues of man. 

 

The tequila and the ciders are shots of deliberate, hidden happenings, and it’s nauseating, 

but vomit is vile so I stomach the belly imbalance. 

My sense of smell is the Sphinx’s nose before they breathed death to its life. 

Scents weigh heavy on sober scales,  

that almost found my familiar light 

blow into the breathalyser  

devoid of light,  



 

blow into the peace of the mind of his parents,  

dimmed star, 

driving under the influence 

that should shine bright in the night. 

I’m car-crashed, nose-dived into a ditch, I’m home at last. 

Blanked out just outside the gate, I do believe in fate 

I am the sum of my decisions, bad; the neurosurgeon incisions with granny’s scissors, mad. 

 

Tell me why I haven’t smelt Uncle Smelly-Feet-Bent-Toe in a bundle of 52 weeks? 

Only reminder of him is the stench that still hovers, sour tastes sweet, it reeks 

Years since he last took of his shoe inside the house and filled the air. 

 

A lion matchbox of unlit coughs, 

with his breath that smokes fire, 

burning like abednego, shadrach and meshach of the yellow-pages of the black book. 

 

My other uncle with one lung suffocates sometimes,  

as I resuscitate this family.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

The greatest enemy of any one of our truths may be the rest of our truths. 

 

The journey is much more important than the destination. We have been floating alone.  

 

Traveling, trailing, tracking – triumphantly. 

this ferris fucking wheel  

of energies.  

The ride that ends not, 

a railway of no terminal, 

Poetry giving refreshed lungs  

to the bare, burnt trunks 

of the tree of life. 

Pottery forming love 

between the forgotten fingers 

of these harsh hands. 

 

We waited whale years to exhale once more, 

Now I breathe again. 

 

My garden blossoms and blooms wild,  

with unplanted developments sprouting summerly 

every autumn. 

 

Waves of sadness crashing past shore 



 

with sure, steady, oscillating regularity. 

To want to die a little less each leap year is  

significant 

and insignificant; 

as a colony of ants  

swimming and swaying to the sounds 

of the roaring skies above, to lead to a twin of earthquakes 

stretching the ground like tiger marks, in a butterfly effect. 

 

Talk to me, Grace, what about this text reminds you of your grandmother? 

 

Caped saviours who could not save themselves, 

The skin from drum peels itself off the iris of the drum, 

seeing songs, sing-song 

nature’s nutshell 

folding into self. 

 

This cruel world, 

calculative at its core 

cold characters 

callous caricatures 

of an old earth, 

Crying rebirth’s resurrection 

as death unfolds into birth 



 

birth baby’s death 

between present, past, 

and projected is the passing 

now – apha! 

 

Amor fati 

 

What will be, shall be 

I do not know 

nor do I care anymore. 

 

Society’s mouthpiece sours septic, 

like Septimus Smith, 

My cynicism sinks my hope 

rotting like summer flesh 

fresh of sprouting spring 

these dead waters 

 taste like the wrong end of the river. 

 

How long was she here for, Akamefuna? 

 

A timid time before the sun sat down, 

many moons ago. 

When the winds of birth blew westward, 



 

East-watch towering over the dying, dead. 

Graveyard shift at the maternity ward, 

biblical cord 

split between where lucifer turned devil, 

and where vinegar poured out of god’s son. 

 

We are not cut from the same fabric, 

but an army of One 

feeding ghosts the communal manifesto 

of life. 

 

--- the world’s pain have no end. 

 


